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ESTIMATING
SOFTWARE-PRODUCT
SIZE
and software-project
time and resource needs is
hard But once you ha\-e made an estimate, you
still must convince your customer or boss to
accept it. If the estimated schedule is too long,
customers and bosses u-ill pressure J-ou to shorten it - not because your analysis is flawed but
simply because they want the software sooner.
All too often they succeed and, as a result, many
of us find ourselves working on projects that
have been planned from the outset to achieve an
unattainable combination of cost, schedule, and
functionality.
Such projects are programmed
to fail. The
inevitable late project is greeted with a loud chorus of “Why can’t these software gu!-s figure out
how to deliver software on time?”
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years. Several reasons for this come to mind.
_ $1;.+ Develope~*stend to be into-ocel?s. ;Vthough onl!
I ‘,# about one-third of the general population
are
‘1:,(‘y ’
Introverts, about thr-ee-fbxl-ths of all developers
are. Most developers get along fine with other
people, but the realm of challen@,a social interactions is just not their strong suit.
+ Develnpelrs aye at a disadvnntage
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PRINCIPLED
N~G~TIAT~~N.
Start improving your
negotiating skills with the phcipled
negotiation
stratea
described in Getting to Yes (Roger Fisher

and W5lliam Ury, Penguin Books, 1981). This
method has several appealing characteristics. It
doesn’t rely on negotiating tricks, but does explain
how to respond to such tricks when others use
them. It’s based on the idea of creating win-win
alternatives: You don’t try to beat the person
you’re negotiating with, you try to cooperate so
that both of you can win. It’s an open strategy.
You don’t have to fear that the person you’re
negotiating with has read the same negotiating
book and knows the same tricks. The method
works best when all involved parties know about it
and use it.
The principled-negotiation
strategy consists of
four parts, which relate
to software-schedule
negotiations as follows.

when negotiat-
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notes that marketers are often 10 years
their developer counterparts and negoliving. In other words, they- tend to be
professional
negotiators
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IManagement,

sense of technical
accuracy and fair play.
Developers don’t want to offer excessively high
initial estimates even when they know that customers, marketers, or bosses will start with excessively low bargaining positions.
To help developers become better negotiators,
the rest of the column describes how to negotiate
schedules effectively.
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Separate the people from the problem. All negotiations involve people first, interests and positions
second. When the negotiators’ personalities are at
odds - as, for example, developers’ and marketers’ personalities often are -negotiations
can
get hung up on personality differences.
Begin by understanding the other side’s position. I’ve seen situations in which nontechnical
Continued
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Reports on real development
experiences with large ands~all
software products!

AN INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICE

An l~~~stry
Best Practice
edited by David A. Wheeler,
67/i Brykczynski, and
Regina/d N. Meeson, Jr.,

Describes inspection methodology,
and results obtained in a variety of
software products and development environments.
The book
addresses the concerns of those
interested in requirement specification, software engineering,
software development and process
management,
testing, quality
assurance, maintenance and support, and end users. It explains
what the software inspection process is, includes some evidence of
its utility, and provides a number
of key papers on inspections and
other related peer review processes.
Unique

features:

Detailed descriptions of the
inspection process
* Explanations of how inspections
improve practices
l
Documented practical results
* An easy-to-use source of
inspection references
l

312pages. April 1996.
Softcover ISBN O-8186-7340-0.
Cataiog# BP07340
829.00 Members/836.00
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managers had good business reasons for
wanting specific deadlines. In one case, a
manager felt pressure from had good
business reasons for wanting specific
deadlines. In one case, a manager felt
pressure from the marketing department
to produce a softn-are product in six
months. I told him that the best I could

do u-as 15 months. He said, “I’m not giving you a choice. Our customers are
expecting the sohq-are in six months.” I
said, “I’m sorry. I wish I could develop
the software
in six months,
but 15
months is the best I can do.”
He just froze and stared at me for two
or three minutes. V ’h!-? Was he using
silence as a negotiating
maneurer?
Maybe. But I think it was because he felt
trapped and powerless. He had promised
a six-month development schedule, and
now the person n-ho eras supposed to lead
the development effort n-as telling him he
wouldn’t be able to keep that promise.
AIost middle managers aren’t being
stupid or irrational n-hen they insist on a
deadline you know is impossible. They
simply don’t know enough about the
technical u-ork to realize that their deadline is impossible. But they do know all
too well how much pressure they feel
from their own bosses, customers, and
other departments.
11%at can you do? ITyork to improre
your relationship with VOUTmanager or
customer. Be cooperative. R’ork to set
realistic expectations. Position yourself as
an advisor on schedule matters and avoid
slipping into the role of adversary. Point
out that by refusing to accept an impossible deadline you’re really looking out for
their best interests. Point to your organization’s history of schedule overruns, and
tell them you’re unwilling to set up either
of you for failure. These points are easiest
to make after you’ve demonstrated a willingness to look for win-win solutions.

Focuson interests, not positions. Suppose
you’ve decided to sell your car to buy a
new boat. You’ve calculated that you
must sell your car for $S,OOOto buy the
boat. A prospective buyer approaches
you and offers $4,500. You say, “There’s
no way I can sell this car for less than
SS,OOO.”The buyer replies, “I’m sorry,
$4,500 is m y final offer.”
When you negotiate this way, you focus
on positions rather than interests. Positions
are bargaining statements so narrow that,
for one person to win, the other must lose.
Now suppose the car buyer says, “I
truly can’t go over $4,500, but I happen to
know that you’re in the market for a new
boat. I’m the regional distributor for a
boat company. I can get that boat you
want for $1,000 less than you could buy it
for anywhere else. Now what do you think
of m y offer?” Well, now the offer sounds
pretty good because it will leave you with
$500 more than you would have had if the
buyer had just agreed to your price.
Focusing on interests rather than
positions opens up a world of negotiating
possibilities.
Your boss might begin
negotiations by saying he needs GigaBlat 4.0 in six months; you might reply
initially that you can’t deliver it in less
than nine months. But your boss’s interest might be in keeping a promise made
to the sales organization and your interest might be in working less than 60
hours a week for the next six months.
Between the two of you, you should be
able to redefine the product so that your
boss can keep his promise and you can
work a normal schedule.
If one or both parties remain inflexible, software negotiations
can become
one-dimensional tug-of-wars that focus
only on schedules. Don’t dig into a position. IMake it clear that you’re happy to
consider a full range of alternatives.
Invent options for mutual gain. Instead of
thinking of negotiation
as a zero-sum
game in which one person wins at the
other’s expense, think of it as an exercise
in creative problem solving: The truly
clever negotiator will find a way for both
parties to win.
Your most powerful tool in schedule

